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Personal freedom is Personal freedom is the most basic right of citizens, and it is 
the premise of citizens attending all kinds of social activities and enjoying other rights. 
The rights of personal freedom including rights of body freedom and rights of will 
freedom. Protecting the citizens’ will freedom and body freedom and making it escape 
from external expression is meaningful to maintain a healthy social life. Criminal Law 
should protect citizens’ free will rights which is the most important personal benefit 
inferior to life and body, and protect these freedoms from being influenced 
improbably due to external pressure. Consequently, it is necessary that the Criminal 
Law gives punishments to actions of infringing free will rights improperly. The 
Chinese Criminal Law has not specified crime of intimidation, crime of compulsion 
and so on. Although our criminal code, to a certain extent, contains some crimes that 
that has objective performance of violating free will rights, such as crime of robbery, 
crime of extortion, crime of rape, crime of acts indecently against or insulting a 
woman by forcible means, crime of compeling employees to work, crime of 
compulsory trade, there are full of loopholes existing in criminal legislation about 
infringing free will rights. To the balance between liberty and order ,and to the 
demand of general precaution, it is necessary to establish the crime of intimidation 
and crime of duress, so as to safeguard free will rights. 
The paper is divided into three parts, that is, introduction, text and epilogue. 
The introduction begins with the problems raised by two cases and leads to the 
text. Meanwhile, it reveals the purpose of the paper. 
The text has four chapters. Chapter one gives a brief account on free will rights. 
In chapter two, the author expounds the jurisprudence foundation on protecting free 
will rights in Criminal Law by the method of analyzing two sides: one is the value 
orientation, the other is the foundation of committing a crime on violating the free 
will rights. In chapter three, the author discusses the current situation and presents 
questions about taking care of free will rights in Criminal Law and analyzes the 
legislation characteristics about crime of intimidation and crime of compulsion in 
other countries and regions. In chapter four, the author puts forward the legislation 














protect free will rights, and expounds the questions about essential factors of crime 
constitution and affirmation and so on. 
In the epilogue, the significance of protecting the free will rights in Criminal 
Law is explained. 
The text brings forth new ideas, that is, expounding the legislation scheme on 
crime of intimidation and crime of compulsion from the horizon of protecting free 
will rights. 
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我国刑法典用了不少条文规定了有关强制、胁迫类的犯罪行为，如刑法第
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① 英国牛津大学社会和政治学说教授塞亚·柏林(lsaiah Berlin)将自由区分为 Negative liberty 即“免于…的自
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